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Abstract 

The Ph.D. period can generally be considered a complicated path of evolution, with many turn-

overs, change of plans, occasional failures but also successful and satisfying moments. Such a 

description fits even better in our particular context: i.e, the computer science domain, in the 

present time characterized by a multitude of professional opportunities, and a large variety of 

multidisciplinary research areas. As it is better to learn from other’s experiences and mistakes, 

I will try to relate my resolution regarding the previous seven years of life. 
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Motivation. I started my doctorate program in 2013, after working for about four years in IT 

companies as a software engineer both in home country and abroad. After returning to my 

hometown, I wanted to return to academics for teaching and work at a more variate pace and 

environment.  

Methodology of Research. In the first year, I studied answer set programming and combina-

torial optimization related techniques, with the vague purpose of applying it to natural lan-

guage processing service management. As part of an ongoing project, I had my first contribu-

tions to a few NLP publications, resulting from semantically annotating and processing the re-

lations between the characters in the “Quo Vadis” novel. In this project, a preprocessing phase 

uses several web services to automatically generate information about the text, such as part of 

speech annotation or phrase segmentation. The web services have some inter-dependencies. 

Results. Returning to algorithmic optimizations, while reading various conference papers, I 

found a potential improvement to the method proposed in [1] which turned into my first big 

step towards my Ph.D. thesis. Together with another algorithmic optimization for the follow-

ing Web Service Composition formalism, they constituted the contributions of the first two 

conference papers [2,3] focused on solving existing composition languages. Other works, de-

veloped in the following years proposed new models or versions for Automated Composition 

of Services. 

The research community is connected and an active Ph.D. student would receive many 

collaboration proposals from university colleagues. This can be both beneficial and dangerous. 

Other perspectives are always helpful to be able to see a different point of view, but de-focusing 

from a specific path, moreover, an under-construction path, can result in slowing down the pro-

gress generating significant contribution, e.g. thesis-related publications. Other than the above, 

I was involved in the team that designed and implemented solutions for the (Distributed Event-

Based Systems) Grand Challenge, which won the performance awards in 2017 [4] and 2018 

[5]. Even if interesting and satisfying, this required significant time and energy, which added 

up to the total time invested to finish the Ph.D. but not much into the Ph.D. thesis itself. Time 

was also spent in other directions, as it frequently happens, unrelated to research: teaching ac-

tivities, internships, or other projects to work on. 

Conclusions. There is a fragile balance between all these that a Ph.D. candidate must be 

found, especially to finish well without extension years. 
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